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Classes Exercise
When creating a new Java class, you should ask yourself these questions, in
(roughly) this order:

. 1 What class should I extend?

. 2 What instance variables will I add?

. 3 What constructors should I provide to initialize those variables?

. 4 What methods of super will I override?

. 5 What new methods will I provide?
As we learned in the previous section, you shouldn't start writing a method until you know exactly what it is
going to do. If your concept of the method is fuzzy, you will keep tweaking the start and end of the method
to fix its behavior when used with other methods, rather than just treating that method as a single, trusted
building block.

Similarly, it is important to have a clear idea, before you start making a class, of what that class can be
expected to do and what it cannot.

For tonight's homework, your assignment is to write a short class. This will require you to combine all the
things you have learned so far about classes and methods. You can write the class out longhand on the back
of this page, or type it up; if you have BlueJ at home you could even try it out to make sure it works.

Assignment: You are to create a class called TypingTurtle. A TypingTurtle can be told to make the
symbols red() or blue(), as shown above. After each symbol, it moves one step to the right. It can also
be told to newline(), which will cause it to move down to a position directly below where it started.

So, for example, the picture above was drawn by typing this in the Code Pad:

TypingTurtle bob = new TypingTurtle();

bob.blue();
bob.red();
bob.blue();
bob.blue();
bob.newLine();

bob.blue();
bob.blue();

The class you write will be collected on Monday and graded for 10 pts. I expect you will have to write a
short constructor, the three methods (each about 8 lines long), and one helper method (also about 8 lines
long).



The questions below may help you get started, but you are not required to answer them if you already have
a clear idea of how the class should work.

. 1 What instance variable(s) does the turtle need to do this task? What does it have to remember?
Hint: Think through what you would have to know, if you were the turtle, to do each method. In
particular, if I am going to be able to move back to the start of the line when told to newLine(), I
need to know where in the line I am.

. 2 The constructor will take no parameters. What setup does it need to do?
Recall that the primary task of a constructor is to initialize the instance variables.

. 3 You would be better off if you made a helper method to do part of the task of red() and blue().
What part of that task is shared by the two?

. 4 a) Which methods will use the instance variable(s)?
b) How will your various methods change your instance variable(s)?
c) Will the value of those variables ever be reset?


